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"Snow, it's you! What are you doing? Why do you have my husband? Let him go!" Dawn looked at Leon and Snow with an

unfriendly expression on her face.

Earlier, Darius ordered his men to find out where Gordon was, which she quickly found out about!

However, Darius was in too much of a hurry to save Snow, so Darius did not tell her about what happened!

Yet, with how urgently Darius seemed to be treating the matter, and with how it seemed to involve her husband, she quickly

realized this was no simple matter!

So, she quickly brought one of the experts from the Hughes with her to look into the situation.

She just arrived!

Other than that, she knew that Snow was Gordon's ex-girlfriend, and they were once love rivals! i

Love rivals were the worst sort of enemies!

There was naturally no way she would greet Snow kindly after seeing Snow for the first time in so many years!

"Miss Hughes, you came at just the right time! Gordon poisoned!" Leon was about to explain what Gordon did after Dawn's

question.

Yet, before he could even finish, Gordon suddenly interrupted him! 1

"Dawn, this is Elegante's chairman, Leon Wolf! Snow and he worked to kill Darius just now. Now, they're planning to kill me

because I saw it! Hurry up and get rid of them to take revenge for Darius," Gordon said in a hurry, not hesitating to throw Leon

and Snow under the bus.

"What? Darius was killed?"

Dawn was shocked to hear that. She could not believe her ears!

Of course, she was not the only one shocked, Leon and Snow were too!

Gordon was the one to poison Darius!

Yet, the two of them never expected that Gordon would be the one to speak up first, throwing the crime on them instead!

It was just too shameless!

They met many despicable people before, but never someone as bad as Gordon!

"What a load of nonsense! Gordon, you're the one who poisoned Darius. Don't try to frame anyone else!" Leon was furious after

a while. He wanted to kill Gordon right away.

However, he knew that he could not do that. Gordon said that he and Snow killed Darius and that they were planning on killing

Gordon who was the witness!

If he killed Gordon at that moment, it would be as if he was admitting to his crimes!

There was no way he could shoulder such a terrible crime!

"I'm not trying to frame anyone. I'm speaking the truth! Dawn, Darius's corpse is in his hands right now. It's obvious Snow and

him killed Darius," Gordon said firmly.

He knew that Leon was already too apprehensive to kill him so simply!

He already started to get back his confidence. He looked completely different from when he was begging for his life!

"Could Darius be dead?"

Dawn looked like he was struck by lightning. She was completely stunned!

Right after that, she quickly saw Darius in Leon's other arm!

Darius's eyes were shut, and he was not moving at all. He looked like he was already dead!

With that, she did not doubt Gordon anymore. She was certain that Darius was killed by Leon and Snow!
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